
Definition of globalization: 

• the development of an increasingly integrated global economy marked especially by free trade, 

free flow of capital, and the tapping of cheaper foreign labor markets.  

The U.S. and globalization 

• The United States has been a beneficiary of globalization through integrating its economy into 

the world economy and lowering barriers to trade 

• The U.S. has been a firm proponent of furthering global trade and lowering barriers to trade 

around the world 

• The U.S. continues to pursue FTA’s like the FTTA (Free Trade Area of the Americas) to promote 

free trade and globalization  

• The U.S. is falling into a recession and domestic industries and markets are collapsing 

• Partly because of the integration of the U.S. economy in the world economy, the world is 

slipping into a global recession  

Obama’s views on globalization 

• Obama believes globalization will continue to be beneficial to the U.S. if we pursue multilateral 

trade agreements judiciously 

• He believes that globalization will continue with or without the U.S. being a main participant 

He believes we must “embrace” globalization 

• There are some who believe that we must try to turn back the clock on this new world; that the 

only chance to maintain our living standards is to build a fortress around America; to stop 

trading with other countries, shut down immigration, and rely on old industries. I disagree. Not 

only is it impossible to turn back the tide of globalization, but efforts to do so can make us worse 

off. Rather than fear the future, we must embrace it. I have no doubt that America can compete-

-and succeed--in the 21st century. And I know as well that more than anything else, success will 

depend not on our government, but on the dynamism, determination, and innovation of the 

American people.”  

Obama position on Trade Issues  

 

• Obama is of the opinion that global trade is unsustainable if it favors only the few and that America's 

global trade will be short lived if it favors only some people and not all. He feels that trade should be 

free and fair for all. 



 

• He feels that NAFTA protects corporate profits; should protect labor. 

 

• Obama fully stands for trade and globalization but is not for CAFTA, the implementation of free trade 

with Central America. He also feels that trade agreements must deal with matters of fairness such as 

labor, environmental and consumer safety. 

 

• He is a person who stands for assisting workers who lose globalization's race to the bottom. 

 

• Obama is quite agreeable to Peru Trade as it includes labor and environment protections. 

 

• Obama is of the opinion that it is absolutely not possible to reverse globalization as America will only 

be worse off due to this. He stated in his speech in Flint that "Rather than fear the future, we must 

embrace it." 

 

• He feels that America's trade policy should not be ruled by particular interests. 

 

• Obama is for strong labor, safety, and environmental standards on trade. 

 

ROLE OF OBAMA IN PROMOTING GLOBALISATION 

President Barack Obama's foreign policy has been a mixture of multilateralism and bold action. Obama's 

campaign website does not delve into specific foreign policy issues. Rather, his record forms the basis of 

his foreign policy platform in the 2012 presidential election. 

Multilateralism 

Obama has elevated the importance of multilateralism in American foreign policy. Multilateralism is 

simply moving in policy directions with the assent and cooperation of other nations. Multilateralism is 

directly counter to unilateralism, or taking policy actions alone. Obama's predecessor, George W. Bush, 

unilaterally took the United States out of the Kyoto Protocols, and threatened unilateral action if no 

coalition formed behind the U.S. in the War on Terror. 



Obama has most famously acted multilaterally in the NATO intervention during the Libyan civil war of 

2011. Obama committed U.S. air and naval forces to secure a no-fly zone over Libya to prevent 

Muammar Qaddafi's forces from massacring Libyan rebels. After the no-fly zone was secure, Obama let 

other NATO nations lead in supporting rebels. 

Republicans has criticized Obama for "leading from behind." Nevertheless, the multilateral strategy 

worked: Libyan rebels deposed -- then killed -- Qaddafi, and the U.S. was able to support them while 

avoiding immersion in another war and keeping its combatants relatively safe. 

 

Outsourcing 

During the campaign, outsourcing was vilified by the Obama campaign as moving American jobs 

overseas. In India, there are mixed reactions to Obama’s rhetoric, though there is hope that India can 

work together with the U.S. to improve the global economy (Gottipati, 2012). India’s outsourcing 

companies earn half of their revenue from U.S. businesses. Some outsourcing companies noted that the 

Obama administration pushed tougher visa rules making harder for them to relocate employees to the 

U.S. Others saw the developments in a positive light, noting that Indian companies can partner with 

American companies to use technology to drive world-wide economic growth (Thoppil, 2012). 

 

Promoting exports 

President Obama introduced the National Export Initiative (“NEI”) in 2010 and stated his goal of 

doubling exports over the following five years.[1]The U.S. is currently on track to not only reach, but also 

to exceed this goal with a current annual increase in exports of 16% 

 

Grappling With Iraq and Afghanistan 

Obama won the presidency, in part, because of American war weariness. In 2008 the U.S. had been at 

war in Afghanistan for seven years, in Iraq for five. 

Obama quickly announced troop decreases in Iraq, and the end of American military missions there at 

the end of 2011. Combat troops officially pulled out of Iraq before Christmas 2011. 

Obama, however, was not able to quickly end the Afghan war. The Taliban, which has supported Osama 

Bin Laden and his Al-Qaeda terrorist group and which U.S. troops had knocked from power in late 2011, 

had launched an insurgency against U.S. and Afghan troops. Instead of being able to bring American 

forces home, Obama announced a surge of troops to fight the resurgent Taliban. The surge having 

succeeded to a qualified degree, Obama has announced that troops will leave Afghanistan by 2013. 

 



Other Efforts 

In other foreign policy efforts, Obama has: 

Led the U.S. and other western nations in levying harsh sanctions against Iran to keep it from funding 

nuclear development with oil sales. 

Ordered the U.S. state department to orchestrate sanctions against Syria to halt Bashar al-Assad's brutal 

massacre of his own people. At this writing, the sanctions have not worked, and Russia and China are 

opposed to additional measures. Assad's crackdown continues. 

Begun repositioning the United States for a larger presence in the Asia Pacific region to counter growing 

Chinese preeminence in there. 

 


